We can bring our fab and uniquely
themed baby classes direct to your
nursery. Woo Hoo!

About Baby World and Me
Baby World and Me is a Belper – Derbyshire based business created and launched by Edwina WoodlandFowkes in June 2016. Since then we have gained a reputation for creating uniquely themed baby
development classes inclusive of our core values of explore, play and bond. We also sprinkle a healthy
dose of fun for good measure! We began receiving enquiries from nurseries asking if we could run our
classes and bring Baby World and Me direct to them so we are now keen to work with nurseries across
Amber Valley and Derbyshire. Apart from being a working Mummy Edwina is also a qualified teacher
and for peace of mind holds DBS clearance and public liability insurance.

Our Classes
Ideal for special events or as a regular offer to your precious baby and parent members our classes are
suitable from birth to toddling. Linked to our values of explore, play and bond our classes are designed
to have a strong grounding and relationship to the Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS) statutory
framework. It is super important to us that our classes not only enable babies to explore and play
but are also developmental. All our classes are themed to provide variety and fun but we will happily
discuss your requirements and if needed can create a class completely bespoke to your needs - this
includes time, theme and budget. At Baby World and Me we have as much fun creating our classes as
we do delivering them!

Cost
Our experience to date has shown that nurseries want a bespoke service that meets their individual
requirements. For example, we can run our classes for 30, 45 or 60 minutes and either use an existing
theme “off the shelf” - for example “Outer Space”, “Jungle Explorers”, “Woodland Wonder” - or we
can create something on demand (this obviously increases cost and lead time). But as a representative
figure delivering an existing theme for 30 minutes would cost approximately £35 or £70 for one hour.

Next Steps
We’d love you to get in touch for a friendly no obligation chat! You can call Edwina direct on 07719
555991, drop us an email hello@babyworldandme.co.uk or you can visit the dedicated nursery page on
our website www.babyworldandme.co.uk/nursery-classes.

